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Content Warning: Sexual violence, sexual exploitation, and sexual abuse 

 

My dissertation aims to answer the question of what explains the United Nations (UN) peacekeeping 

mission MONUC’s recurrent civilian protection failures in the DRC. Conventionally, civilian 

protection failures are understood as peacekeepers’ inabilities to protect civilians from armed 

groups’ violence. Recent research from authors such as Dönges and Kullenberg (2018) and 

Westendorf (2017, 2018, 2020) shows that the UN tends to treat peacekeeping sexual exploitation 

and abuse (SEA) and the protection of civilians task separately. I claim that this disconnect has led 

to a gap in understanding MONUC’s SEA of civilians as a failure to fulfil its protection of civilians 

task. Moreover, I claim that several explanations of protection failures focus on the operational-level, 

overlooking discourse’s role. 

 

My dissertation argues that the dominant UN peacekeeping discourse helps explain MONUC’s 

recurrent failure to fulfil its mandated task to protect civilians under imminent threat of physical 

violence. Specifically, this discourse’s ambiguity surrounding the protection of civilians encouraged 

peacekeepers to bypass civilians through inaction, neglecting to protect them from local armed 

groups’ violence. This discourse also constructs a gendered power disparity between ‘powerful 

peacekeepers’ and ‘vulnerable civilians’, which helped enable peacekeepers to exert physical power 

over civilians through SEA. I call this ‘MONUC’s two-way failure’.  

 

To explore what explains MONUC’s two-way failure, I construct and apply a critical theoretical 

synthesis. To construct this synthesis, I draw upon the works of Autesserre (2014), Fetherston (1998, 

2000), Henry (2013), Higate (2007), Higate and Henry (2004), Jennings (2014, 2016, 2019), and 

Westendorf. It is my contention that bringing several academic voices on the topics of discourse, 

civilian protection, and SEA into conversation enables one to understand MONUC’s different 

protection failures (namely, the neglect and abuse of civilians) as a two-way failure.  
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First, I carry out a discourse analysis on the Capstone Doctrine as an example of the UN 

peacekeeping discourse, intertextually connecting it to other documents to demonstrate this 

discourse's long-term existence. I demonstrate how this discourse’s various representations and 

omissions help shape the UN’s understanding of what peacekeeping is, as well as of whom protection 

is for. Moreover, I analyse parts of the UN YouTube video Under the Blue Helmet and identify the 

UN discourse in MONUC’s mandate. Second, I analyse MONUC's neglect of civilian protection in 

Bunia (2003) and Kiwanja (2008). In both cases, I find that the UN discourse’s ambiguity 

surrounding the protection of civilians task encouraged peacekeepers to bypass civilians through 

inaction, neglecting to protect them from armed groups’ violence. Third, I explore MONUC's SEA 

in Bunia and Kinshasa (2003-2005). I find that the UN discourse’s construction of a gendered power 

disparity between peacekeepers and civilians provided a backdrop against which male peacekeepers 

understood their identities, influencing how they constructed and understood local women’s and 

girls’ identities. Together, these understandings influenced peacekeepers’ gendered interactions with 

local women and girls, including SEA. I suggest MONUC’s SEA violated its protection task, as 

peacekeepers exerted imminent threats of physical violence against civilians they should have 

protected from physical violence. Through numerous types of SEA, peacekeepers engendered and 

exploited civilians’ insecurity. In these cases, MONUC created additional insecurity for and inflicted 

harm on civilians, rather than fostering peace and providing protection, contradicting peacekeeping’s 

very nature and purpose. To explore the aforementioned case studies, I use insights from my 

discourse analysis, scholars, UN Security Council Resolutions, and UN documents. I chose these 

case studies to provide a chronological overview of MONUC’s two-way failure’s recurrence.  

 

My final chapter summarises and reflects upon my findings, suggests how the UN could rethink 

protection of civilian tasks and explanations of protection failures, discusses my dissertation’s 

limitations, highlights research possibilities, and concludes. 

 


